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w r i t
t e n  b y  d a n  m c c u e

TAKING
OFF

T hree decades ago, the Lowcountry was coming out of a  
recession with a map for future prosperity that relied heavily 

on the Charleston Naval Base and manufacturing jobs with tourism 
as a fallback. Today, with major investments from corporations, 
such as Boeing and Rockefeller Group; innovative technologies, 
such as renewable energy being developed at Clemson University 
Restoration Institute; and numerous other announcements on the 
horizon, Charleston’s economic development itinerary has shifted. 
Here’s a look at our current position, the new map for success, 
and the roadblocks that could impede progress

With Boeing’s $750-million plant on the 

horizon, optimism for the region’s economy 

is on the rise.

p h o t o g r a p h s  b y  w i l
s o n  b a k e r
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n a way, it was a lot like looking at an old 
map of a vastly different but still familiar place. 

“I found it during the move,” says Mary Graham, 
senior vice president of public policy and regional 

advancement for the Charleston Metro Chamber 
of Commerce, passing a slightly faded, stapled 

document across the conference table. Only months earlier, 
when the chamber moved its offices to Leeds Avenue in 
North Charleston, Graham had turned up this bit of the 
region’s economic history.

I
The simply titled “Recession Report,” dated 

July 31, 1979, had been prepared for the 

Charleston Trident Chamber of Commerce, 

assessing in 18 double-spaced, typed pages 

how the region was faring in the face of a 

national recession. “If you’ve got to be in a 

recession, there’s no better place to be than 

in Charleston, South Carolina,” enthused 

Howard C. Bowie, then-manager of Charles-

ton’s Sears and Roebucks, in answer to the 

chamber survey. 

The optimism expressed by Bowie and 

others was supported by three factors as-

serted in the report: the “tremendous sta-

bility” of the half-billion-dollar military and 

government sector, the diversity of largely 

manufacturing-based industries, and the 

overall growth and development that had 

occurred during the previous decade. Trail-

ing behind these in economic importance 

was tourism, an industry largely centered in 

downtown Charleston.

At the time, a $400-million investment 

in a new Berkeley County plant by Alumax 

of South Carolina Inc., the aluminum in-

got manufacturer, was being hailed as the 

largest single industrial investment ever 

made in the state. New construction proj-

ects underway in the region included sev-

eral hotels, the Charleston Area Convention 

Center, Charleston International Airport, 

and the first phase of the S.C. State Ports 

Authority’s Wando-Welch terminal. “Things 

were humming along,” Graham says. 

Fast-forward to 2010, and while it’s clear 

some of the old economic mileposts re-

main, what’s most evident are the new 

routes to regional prosperity that weren’t 

even imagined three decades ago. In the 

past eight months, as the world struggled 

with an even deeper recession than cham-

ber members confronted in the 1970s, the 

region witnessed not one, but several huge 

economic development announcements. 

The largest, of course, was The Boeing 

Company’s decision last October to build 

an assembly and delivery site in North 

Charleston to speed production of its 787 

Dreamliner passenger jets. The venture is 

expected to create 3,800 jobs. 

Also in October, TBC Corporation, one 

of the largest marketers of automotive  

replacement tires, decided to locate a 

1.1-million-square-foot distribution center  

on land being jointly developed by the 

Rockefeller Group Development and 

MeadWestvaco (MWV) near Jedburg. 

Once completed in December, the distri-

bution center is projected to be the Port 

of Charleston’s fourth biggest customer, 

according to MWV community develop-

ment and land management president Ken 

Seeger. Then, in November, Clemson Uni-

versity Restoration Institute secured $98 

million in funding to build a large-scale 

wind turbine drivetrain testing facility here, 

placing the region on the cutting edge of 

the renewable energy movement. 

Could it be that Howard Bowie is still 

right after all these years? In reviewing the 

last three decades, the story of contempo-

rary Charleston’s economy is one of resil-

ience and a rebirth few could have possibly 

imagined in the waning days of President 

Jimmy Carter’s administration.

strategic thinking

T alk to almost anyone in business 

and economic development in the 

region today, and they’ll tell you that 

the region’s turning point was Congress’s 

1993 decision to close the Charleston Naval 

Base & Shipyard. Until then, the Lowcountry 

had largely stayed on the sidelines of the 

business recruitment and development 

boom that was creating a “New South” with 

Atlanta as its focal point. “The Navy Base de-

cision was really the wake-up call, and the 

community leadership—both private and 

public—quickly realized that something 

drastic had to happen if we were going to 

survive,” Graham says.

At the time, the region was girding for 

the loss of 22,000 to 24,000 jobs and a 

potential unemployment rate between 

15 and 20 percent. “When the Naval Base 

shut down in the mid-1990s, a lot of in-

vestment projects in the Lowcountry got 

put on hold,” says economist Frank Hefner, 

who had then just arrived at the College 

of Charleston after seven years at the Uni-

versity of South Carolina. “In hindsight, 

of course, it wasn’t a bad time for that to 

happen. The national economy was okay 

and interest rates were low, but that didn’t 

lessen the shock. If you look at newspaper 

articles from the time, you’ll find a com-

munity deep in recovery mode.”

The two most immediate outcomes 

proved also to be the two most lasting: a 

decision to put aside municipal competi-

tiveness and the 1995 formation of the 

Charleston Regional Development Alli-

ance (CRDA). A public/private partner-

ship, CRDA was initially funded by the 

governments of Charleston, Berkeley, and 

Dorchester counties and more than 150 lo-

cal companies with the belief that they’d all 

directly benefit from a sustainably growing 

economy. “Granted, each of the counties 

and cities still want to win the economic 

development stakes,” says CRDA president 

and CEO David Ginn. “But I think there was 

a recognition that, if we were going to suc-

ceed, it meant going about economic devel-

opment in the right way, seeing the process 

through the business person’s lens. Then, 

as now, that meant developing a strategy, 

forming a solid team, and recognizing that 

different people play different roles for the 

good of all.”

The chamber also hired Ross Boyle, 

a nationally renowned consultant and 

head of the Reston, Virginia-based Growth 

Strategies Organization, Inc., in 1994 to 

develop a strategy to offset the base clo-

sure-inspired crisis. His two reports found 

the local economy relied too heavily on 

the federal government and tourism and 

stressed the importance of striving for 

economic diversity. Boyle also expressed 

profound concern about education, calling 

for improvements in the region’s primary 

and secondary schools and for enhanced 

opportunities for technical training. The 

reports galvanized the community. 

But an even more critical juncture was 

reached a decade later, when CRDA hired 

Austin, Texas-based consulting firm Angelou 

Economics to take a fresh look at the area. 

Its report, “Forward Charleston,” recom-

mended using the region’s inherent advan-

tages—among them, the port, the Medical 

University of South Carolina, a strong mili-

tary presence, and an attractive lifestyle—to 

build a network of complementary industry 

structures. These included the aerospace, 

biosciences, automotive, advanced security, 

and creative industries.

accelerating aerospace

W ithout question, Boeing’s de-

cision to build its new 787 

Dreamliner assembly line ad-

jacent to Charleston International Airport 

in North Charleston was an announcement 

for the ages. “Huge,” remarked Stephanie 

Eames, one of the team of Nexsen Pruet 

attorneys, led by Leighton Lord and Billy 

Wilkens and including Ric Tapp and Bur-

nie Maybank, that negotiated the Boeing 

incentives package ultimately approved by 

the S.C. Legislature. Marco Cavazzoni, vice 

president and general manager of 787 final 

assembly and delivery at Boeing Charles-

ton, asserts that it was no less huge for the 

company itself: “The decisions we make in 

aerospace are on a very long cycle. So when 

we look at where we want to be, we look at 

the fundamentals: the fabric of the culture, 

David Ginn is president and CEO of the Charleston Regional Development Alliance, 

which was formed in 1995 to help local government and businesses strategize for 

sustainable economic growth in the Tricounty region.

“Forward Charleston” recommended using the region’s inherent advan-
tages—the port, MUSC, a strong military presence, and an attractive 
lifestyle—to build a network of complementary industry structures.

A look at Charleston area jobs 

by industry sector in 1976 

(right), 1995, and 2009 (below) 

* Standardization practices 

changed in the early 1990s, so 

the ’76 graph is not directly 

comparable to the others.
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the values, the skills, and the attitude. It’s 

all related to people.” He adds that Boeing 

officials found the region’s economic de-

velopment team “a breath of 

fresh air.”  

And as steel continues to 

rise at the company’s 240-acre 

site, expectations about Boe-

ing’s potential impact con-

tinue to mount. “I think in any 

large manufacturing situation, 

whether it be in aerospace or 

automotive, over time you do 

see a proliferation in terms of 

a supplier base,” says Cavazzo-

ni. “Of course, this aircraft has 

some very large sections that 

are subcontracted to global 

suppliers, but I do think there 

will be some opportunities 

for regional businesses as well.” He then 

points to the multiplier effect: “Aerospace 

jobs are good jobs, and when good jobs are 

created, people buy houses, 

they go to restaurants, they 

use dry cleaners, and so on.” 

But the biggest boost to the 

local economy may well be 

when Boeing starts deliver-

ing completed 787s out of 

Charleston beginning in the 

first quarter of 2012. “Typi-

cally, you don’t just have a pi-

lot show up and fly the plane 

tion Center, the institute’s mission became 

all the more focused last year when it received 

the funding to create a wind turbine drive-

train testing facility. Last November, the 

U.S. Department of Energy 

provided $45 million for the 

project, with another $53 

million in public and private 

matching funds. Housed in a 

former Navy warehouse adja-

cent to existing rail- and ship-

handling infrastructure, the 

facility will be fully capable of 

testing next-generation wind 

away,” explains Cavazzoni. “Depending on 

the customer, heads of state could come, 

and in the case of state-owned airlines, 

large contingents may come—many who 

have never been to South Carolina before.”

In fact, it’s a looming opportunity many 

in the economic development community 

are already embracing. “Frankly, I’ve never 

been more optimistic about Charleston’s 

future,” says Bobby Pearce, the Nelson Mul-

lins attorney who became chairman of the 

chamber’s board of directors this month. “If 

we can get representatives of multinational 

corporations here—which is exactly what 

Boeing’s going to do—I firmly believe we 

can get them to consider an expansion or 

relocation here.”

Whether the region has the potential to 

develop into a full-blown aerospace cluster, 

Cavazzoni says, only time will tell. “A lot is 

riding on us, and we realize that, but I think 

Boeing Charleston can be a premier global 

aerospace center.”

in the wind

J ust down the Cooper 

River, a similar air of 

confidence and long-

term vision permeates the 

offices of the Clemson Uni-

versity Restoration Institute 

(CURI), currently being devel-

oped on 100-plus acres of the 

former Charleston Naval Base. 

Initially identified with the 

restoration work being per-

formed on the C.S.S. Hunley 

at the Warren Lasch Conserva-

turbines that are up to five times larger than 

any in the marketplace today. 

Elizabeth Colbert-Busch, the institute’s 

director of business development, sees the 

massive project as complementing Clemson’s 

research in advanced materials, restoration 

ecology, and resilient infrastructure. She also 

believes the facility will make the campus 

one of the most important sites for wind 

energy research and development in the 

country and hence a magnet for companies 

working in the field. Within days of the test-

ing facility’s announcement, IMO Group, a 

German company that makes wind turbine 

at a glance

THE BOEING CO.

Date established in 
Charleston: 
In October 2009, plans were 
announced to build the 787 
final assembly and delivery 
site in North Charleston.

Investment: 
$750 million initial investment

Projected jobs: 
3,800 by the middle of the 
next decade

Projected economic 
impact: 
$10 billion in direct and 
indirect investment by Boeing 
and its suppliers over the next 
15 years

at a glance

CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITY 

RESTORATION 
INSTITUTE

Date established in 
Charleston: 
2004

Investment: 
$100 million-plus over the next 
five years

Projected jobs: 
120 direct and 550 indirect

Projected economic 
impact: 
Undetermined 

A rendering of the Clemson University Restoration Institute, which will be capable of testing next-generation wind turbines. Director of 

business development Elizabeth Colbert-Busch (below) believes CURI will become the hub of a new economic cluster, renewable energy.

Having purchased Vought’s North Charleston facility in 2008 and bought out the Global Aeronautica joint 

venture in 2009, Boeing announced plans to build its second 787 final assembly facility last October. Produc-

tion will begin in one year, and the first 787 Dreamliners are scheduled to deliver in the first quarter of 2012. 

“Typically, you don’t just have a pilot show up and fly the 
plane away... heads of state could come... large contingents 
may come—many who have never been to South Carolina 
before.”  —Marco Cavazzoni, Boeing Charleston (pictured above)

“IMO’s commitment to the region is just the start; there’s no 
doubt in my mind that it’s the beginning of a renewable 
energy cluster.” —Elizabeth Colbert-Busch, CURI
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parts, announced it was opening a plant in 

North Charleston later this year, creating 

190 jobs. And Colbert-Busch boldly predicts 

many thousand more may be just around 

the corner. “From the time the City of North 

Charleston and the Charleston Naval Com-

plex Redevelopment Authority gave this 

property to Clemson to conduct the met-

als conservation work on the Hunley, this 

institute was clearly seen as an economic 

engine,” she says.

Already CURI has tapped about 90 per-

cent of the world’s top wind turbine manu-

facturers to serve on its industrial advisory 

board. “They all came to Charleston, saw 

what we are planning, and the reaction 

was, ‘Whoa… South Carolina has never 

been on our radar, but it certainly is now,’” 

says Colbert-Busch. “IMO’s commitment to 

the region is just the start; there’s no doubt 

in my mind that it’s the beginning of a 

renewable energy cluster.”

Clemson’s research plans don’t end with 

the turbine facility. An adjacent property 

has 70 acres primed for redevelopment by 

the industry. A rendering that hangs in 

Colbert-Busch’s office denotes the poten-

tial location for a wind turbine blade test-

ing facility. The lifelong Charlestonian says 

that the wind manufacturing industry will 

be the next industrial revolution: “It’s a sus-

tainable economic engine for South Caro-

lina, and it will position the state as a world 

leader and supplier, not unlike our days 

supplying cotton, indigo, and rice.”

innovation economy

D own on the peninsula at the Med-

ical University of South Carolina, 

MUSC president Dr. Raymond 

Greenberg also has his sights on being a 

cornerstone of the “innovation economy.” 

The university is in the midst of a strategic 

planning process that Greenberg says will 

more strongly align the institution with the 

region’s economic development goals. Its 

focus includes fostering entrepreneurial 

and interdisciplinary activities, innovation 

and technology, and globalization.

That’s not to say MUSC’s Foundation for 

Research Development—the office charged 

with moving its research into the commer-

economy relied, SPAWAR 

quietly employs more than 

10,000 engineers in support 

of the nation’s war fighters. 

Those efforts have morphed 

into the realm of homeland 

and cyber security with a 

helping hand from ThinkTEC, 

an initiative of the chamber 

that hosts an annual Home-

land Security conference. “It’s 

our way of advancing the 

knowledge-based economy 

while placing a spotlight on 

the diverse companies that 

work in this sector,” explains Pennie Bing-

ham, the senior vice president of the cham-

ber who oversees the initiative.

Among the chamber’s partners in this 

effort is the South Carolina Research Au-

thority (SCRA), which opened its flagship 

Innovation Center on Upper Meeting 

Street last December to serve as a “birthing 

place” for biotech and biopharmaceutical 

companies. The 28,400-square-foot facility 

is home to 11 wet labs and 8,000 to 9,900 

square feet of office space. “We’ve invested 

about $6 million to create an environment 

cial arena—hasn’t already enjoyed some 

successes, such as spinning off Micrus En-

dovascular, a San Jose, California-based, pub-

licly traded medical device manufacturer, 

and licensing technologies to a number of 

other established entities. But Greenberg 

believes the institution still has a long way 

to go in technology transfer. “We need to 

create a culture in which developing com-

mercially viable products and entities is val-

ued and rewarded,” he says.

Greenberg points to the state’s endowed 

chairs program—also known as the Cen-

ters for Economic Excellence, on which 

the university collaborates with both Clem-

son University and the University of South 

Carolina—as one mechanism for doing 

that. “It has allowed us to bring in a number 

of outstanding faculty who are helping to 

build the competitiveness of our research 

programs while also driving improvements 

in medical care and our commercialization 

potential,” he explains.

Unfortunately, Greenberg says, the pro-

gram, which began in 2003, has not re-

ceived additional funding during the last 

three legislative cycles and is now almost 

out of money. In part, the lack of new fund-

ing reflects the general decline in state ap-

propriations, but some legislators also have 

questioned the return on the investment. 

Elected officials tend to measure results 

in two-year election cycles, whereas trans-

forming an economy takes much longer. 

Greenberg thinks that a longer-term view 

is required. “North Carolina started building 

its Research Triangle Park 60 years ago,” he 

says. “Most of our investments have been 

made within the past decade, and they are 

not going to show dramatic outcomes for 

some time.

“While it’s true Charleston is not a major 

biotech center today, we do have a number 

of companies—such as Berchtold, Trumpf, 

Belimed, and Hill-Rom—that work in the 

health care arena,” Greenberg explains, 

noting that three of the four are European 

companies that consider the Lowcountry 

their North American hub. “It strikes me 

that this may be a niche in which Charles-

ton can play,” he continues. “We might be 

an attractive beachhead for European and 

other foreign companies that are looking 

for a North American location.”

new TeCHNOLOGies

O f all the business recruitment 

success stories of recent years, 

no doubt the biggest in terms of 

brand name status and international reach 

is Google’s 2007 decision to locate a data 

center in Berkeley County. But as with Boeing, 

the lingering question is what the add-on 

effect of Google’s presence will be. Matt 

Dunne, Google’s U.S. community affairs 

manager, says that unlike a manufacturer, 

data centers don’t need local suppliers for 

the specialized products they require to 

function. But “a data center creates a critical 

mass of people who have a certain level of 

technical skill,” he says. He points out that 

a few years after Google built a data center 

in Lenoir, North Carolina, Apple announced 

that it was also building one in the same 

part of the state. “Now, I can’t say whether 

or not the two are related, but I think that’s 

a signal that other companies are looking at 

where we’ve sited data centers when con-

sidering locations for their own,” he says.

Eric Wages, operations manager at the 

Berkeley County facility, calls that the “aura” 

effect of Google. “Maybe Google is rein-

forcing the image that the Charleston region 

has the right mix of resources to make it a 

good place for businesses,” he says. “Clearly 

you’ve seen institutions like the Charleston 

Digital Corridor really booming the last few 

years. We have a very good relationship 

with Ernest Andrade [the corridor’s founder 

and director], and there are indications that 

there’s more going on in the region.”

Much of that activity, in fact, is trans-

piring not far from Google, at the Space 

and Naval Warfare Systems Command in 

Charleston (SPAWAR). A vestige of the mili-

tary presence on which Charleston’s old 

where ideas initially formu-

lated at MUSC can reach their 

full commercial potential,” 

says SCRA executive vice 

president and chief informa-

tion officer John Gregg. “The 

demand for this kind of space 

in Charleston is tremendous. 

Of course, the real payback 

is the creation of high-wage, 

knowledge-based jobs in the 

community.”  

PORT o` call

A cross the peninsula 

in his Concord Street 

office overlooking 

Charleston Harbor, Jim Newsome offers his 

fresh perspective on the time-honored local 

shipping industry. The former president of 

one of the world’s premier shipping lines, 

Hapag-Lloyd (America), Inc., Newsome 

took over the reins at the S.C. State Ports 

Authority 10 months ago, at the depth of 

what had been a difficult few years for the 

Port of Charleston. Despite a stellar reputa-

tion for operational efficiencies, the Port of 

Charleston had struggled through the middle 

aughts, mainly due to the Port of Savan-

nah, which had begun capitalizing on its 

proximity to vast amounts of surrounding 

vacant land available for distribution center 

“We’ve invested $6 million to create an environment where ideas initially 
formulated at MUSC can can reach their full potential.” —John Gregg, SCRA

“We need to create a culture in which developing commercially viable 
products and entities is valued and rewarded.” —Dr. Ray Greenberg, MUSC

Dr. Ray Greenberg (center) with some of MUSC’s endowed chairs: (left to right) doctors John 

Schaefer, Kenneth Tew, Marc Chimowitz, Richard Swaja, Charles Smith, and Iain Sanderson at a glance
GOOGLE 

Date established in 
Charleston: 
Data center was announced in 
April 2007; the facility opened 
in 2008.

Investment: $600 million

Jobs: 200

Projected economic 
impact: 
Undetermined, but full-time 
employees at Google’s data 
centers earn an average annual 
salary of $48,000

The SCRA MUSC Innovation Center opened at 645 Meeting Street in December 2009 

as a “birthing place” for biotech and biopharmaceutical companies. It currently houses 

five tenants from MUSC, start-ups that are developing new products, from biofuels to 

treatments for cancer.p
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development. By the time the recession 

hit, Savannah had surpassed Charleston as 

the fourth busiest port in the nation. When 

the global economy tanked, Charleston’s 

fortunes followed suit. “I thought it would 

be a good challenge to bring the port 

back, and I thought the raw 

material to do so was here,” 

Newsome says. 

Since the first of the year, 

cargo volumes have surged 

through Charleston, increas-

ing as much as 24 percent per 

month. In 2015, a widened 

Panama Canal will open for 

service, enabling the largest 

of cargo ships sailing from 

Asia to call on East Coast ports 

with ease. “The Panama Canal 

is the game changer, bringing 

ready by the 2012 cruise season) are un-

der way. “It’s going to be in an existing 

building, so it will happen faster than if 

we were starting with a blank slate, and 

the costs associated with its development 

will also be less, between $20 and $25 mil-

lion,” Newsome says. “Best of all, it will be 

designed for the modern cruise business.” 

The creation of the new terminal will also 

allow for the redevelopment of the rest of 

Union Pier for non-maritime use, including 

the Ports Authority’s own headquarters. 

“I’m no real estate genius, but this is prob-

ably the most valuable piece of property 

in all of South Carolina,” he says. “So what 

you’ll see, over time, is this whole water-

front industrial area being reunited with 

the city.” 

In the meantime, a far greater priority for 

the new president and CEO is the comple-

tion of the new $600-million terminal at 

the former Naval Base. To date, the author-

ity has spent more than $100 million on 

the project, but a legal challenge by the 

S.C. Coastal Conservation League (CCL) has 

delayed the issuance of new contracts. The 

CCL sued over concerns that regulators 

failed to adequately consider air quality im-

pacts from the new terminal and the trucks 

that will serve it. A related issue is whether 

the Ports Authority fully vetted options for 

rail access to the new terminal when it ap-

plied for state and federal permits in 2003. 

Moving cargo by train is considered cleaner 

and more fuel-efficient than trucking, and 

theoretically would reduce traffic conges-

tion on interstates-26 and -526, according 

to rail advocates. 

Hoping to capitalize on the rail debate 

is the dramatic rise of a distribution hub 

near Jedburg, a byproduct of companies 

rethinking their distribution networks and 

acknowledging the need for warehousing 

as close to the coast as possible to boost 

the efficiency of their operations.

DISTRIBUTION HUB

W hen the Rock-

efeller Group 

Development 

Corporation first considered 

Charleston for the location 

of a new industrial park, the 

idea was to purchase the land 

from MeadWestvaco (MWV) 

and capitalize on the Port 

of Charleston’s strengths. As 

talks matured, however, both 

the Rockefeller Group and 

MWV’s Community Develop-

ment and Land Management 

Group realized they were 

onto something entirely dif-

ferent. “Since the sale of the 

Charleston Mill,” explains 

MWV president Ken Seeger, “MeadWestva-

co has focused on higher and better uses for 

our land, such as sustainable master-planned 

communities and commerce parks that 

can accommodate the anticipated growth 

of the area.”

MWV, the largest private landowner in 

the Tricounty region, determined that a frac-

tion of the land had development potential 

and led to their real estate business to drive 

development and job creation in “appropri-

ate” locations. As talks about the sale of the 

400 acres—known as the Gibbs Tract—pro-

gressed, both sides realized they wanted 

more than a simple seller/purchaser rela-

a wealth of new opportunities,” Newsome 

says. Historically, Charleston has been “a 

very Euro-centric port,” he notes. In antici-

pation of the widened canal’s opening, the 

port’s marketing and sales team is focused 

on growing Asian services.

But luring big ships laden with car-

go isn’t the only activity at the Port of 

Charleston bound to have a long-term 

impact on the region. In May, a new era 

of tourism opened in Charleston with the 

arrival of the 2,056-passenger Carnival 

Fantasy, which calls on the port year-

round. It joined the Celebrity Mercury as 

one of two cruise services that consider 

the Holy City a home port. At 

present, a total of 67 cruises 

are booked to embark from 

Charleston in 2010, with an 

equal number scheduled for 

2011 and 2012.

To accommodate the 

growth, plans for a new 

cruise ship terminal (to be 

at a glance

TBC TIRE 
DISTRIBUTION 

CENTER

Date established in 
Charleston: 
Announcement in October 
2009, with opening of its new 
facility slated for late 2010

Investment: 
N/A

Projected jobs: 
300

Projected economic 
impact: 
The project is expected to kick-
start a distribution center cluster 
near Jedburg, with activity pro-
jected to create roughly 17,500 
jobs over the next 15 years.

tionship. “We have a shared 

vision of the future,” says Ed 

Guiltinan, Rockefeller Group 

vice president and regional 

director. The two companies 

are working closely on the re-

maining acreage at Rockefell-

er Group Foreign Trade Zone/

Charleston as well as other 

tracts around the region, al-

lowing the partners to accom-

modate the specific needs of 

prospective clients. Guiltinan 

says that having a burgeoning distribution 

center area near I-95 will enable the port 

to grow by affording its clients “big box” in-

stitutional-quality industrial facilities, which 

had been lacking in the market. 

To accommodate the kinds of traffic 

changes the project will ultimately bring, 

the Charleston, Berkeley, and Dorchester 

County Council of Governments has com-

missioned a study of widening the I-26 

corridor between the new interchange 

and I-95. While TBC will ultimately employ 

about 300, the construction of its building 

and a new Sheep Island Interchange on I-26 

is expected to employ as many as 1,500 

workers through the end of the year. Brandi 

Hanback, managing director of Rockefeller 

Group Foreign Trade Zone Services, says 

the business park, new home of the TBC 

Corporation, will likely be built out and ful-

ly occupied in three to five years, asserting, 

“We’re bullish on the market.”

So, too, is Gary Frederick, senior vice 

president of development at Hillwood In-

vestment Properties, which has a 750-acre 

distribution and manufacturing facility un-

der development in Jedburg. Although he 

admits the recession effectively brought 

the commercial real estate market to a halt, 

he believes, as the recovery solidifies, that 

the additional distribution capacity in the 

region will give shippers a “plausible rea-

son to choose Charleston over other ports 

they may be considering. Ten years from 

now, the I-26 corridor above Summerville 

is going to be the growth area for the entire 

region,” he says. “There are already 35,000 

planned and approved residential units in 

Berkeley County, and it’s going to take a 

lot more jobs to fill them than you could 

An aerial view of the Rockefeller Group Foreign Trade Zone, a distribution center 

being developed in partnership with MeadWestvaco, along I-26 near Jedburg

Since taking the helm of the South Carolina State Ports Authority last October, 

Jim Newsome has set his sights on growing the port’s services to Asia, rebuilding 

the cruise ship terminal, and redeveloping Union Pier. 

at a glance

SOUTH CAROLINA 
STATE PORTS 
AUTHORITY

Date established in 
Charleston: 
Formed by legislature in 1942

Investment: 
Total asset base: $796 million

Jobs: 
50,700 in the Tricounty area

Projected economic 
impact: 
$7.07 billion 

“What you’ll see, over time, is this whole waterfront  
industrial area [Union Pier] being reunited with the city.”  
     —Jim Newsome, SC State Ports Authority

While TBC will ultimately employ about 300, the 
construction of its building and a new Sheep Island 
Interchange on I-26 is expected to employ as many as 
1,500 workers through the end of the year.
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ever create in downtown Charleston. What 

might start off as factories and warehouses 

eventually becomes schools and shops and 

restaurants and churches and all the other 

components of a thriving community.”

roadblocks

B ut even the finest of road maps 

can’t prevent the occurrence 

of obstacles, and local business 

leaders point to three primary areas of con-

cern: road congestion, education, and the 

absence of a discount air carrier. The lat-

ter was resolved by Southwest Airlines’ an-

nouncement in May that it will begin flying 

out of Charleston in March 2011. Education, 

however, seems to be the more worrisome 

of the remaining two.

Anita Zucker, chairwoman and CEO 

of The InterTech Group and a longtime 

education advocate, says the Boeing an-

nouncement was a particularly galvanizing 

moment. “How are we going to be able to 

provide a workforce that can step in and 

do this work? Education and economic 

development go hand in hand, but I’m 

not sure that’s a message our legislature 

gets,” she says. “Our elected officials speak 

regularly about creating jobs, but are they 

thinking about how we are going to pro-

vide the labor?” In response, Zucker cham-

pioned the formation of a workforce devel-

opment group comprised of members of 

the chamber, CRDA, and the Education 

Foundation, as well as the management of 

several local companies. 

After six meetings, the group has begun 

work on its strategy, which Zucker describes 

as “a 40,000-foot vision for the region,” to be 

completed in about four months. “Our local 

institutions must work together to bring in 

the best engineering courses and the best 

graduate level courses, because that’s what 

the Boeings of the world are going to re-

quire,” says Zucker. “But it’s not just serving 

the needs of high-profile newcomers. These 

are the kinds of skills and expertise we are 

all going to want, because all of our busi-

nesses are changing.”

Sharing Zucker’s concerns is Trident 

Technical College president Dr. Mary 

Thornley. The school has experienced 

double-digit growth in recent years. In fact, 

the biggest change in the student body has 

been in its average age—now 28—and the 

number of students seeking certification in 

a specific job skill or discipline. Simultane-

ously, however, the college has lost close to 

$1.4 million in state aid. 

“Unfortunately there are no easy answers,” 

says the chamber’s Graham. “This is going 

to continue to be among the big issues we 

struggle with.”

map to the future

Leaning forward in her chair, arms 

crossed and elbows resting on the 

conference room table, Graham of-

fered what can best be described as the un-

folding of a new map of Charleston’s future. 

“Some major projects are going to be built—

that’s for certain,” she portends. “Say you’re 

looking up the Cooper River. The first thing 

you see is the cruise ship terminal and the 

redevelopment of the Union Pier terminal. 

Patriots Point, where they’re currently in the 

middle of a master planning effort, will also 

undoubtedly look different. Then, further 

up, you’ll have the new port terminal and all 

these big ships plying the river; then the wind 

turbine facility; and a little to the left, the mas-

sive Boeing complex. It’s really amazing.”

And as maps rarely stay static, the CRDA 

has embarked on an effort to update “Forward 

Charleston” and look “at the community with 

a fresh set of eyes,” says CRDA president David 

Ginn. “We want to make sure the study evolves 

into a competitive strategy that continues to 

yield results. It’s a window on how our assets 

compare to the global marketplace.”

The chamber is also moving in a new 

direction, reviving the S.C. World Trade 

Center, after its board voted to dissolve the 

organization last year, and reestablishing it 

as World Trade Center Charleston. Bingham 

describes the move as both a nod to the 

organization’s past—it’s the nation’s oldest 

chamber and one founded on the fortunes 

of international trade—and recognition of 

the global opportunities for some of the re-

gion’s smallest companies. 

“We’re not starting from scratch in trying 

to educate people about who we are,” says 

Graham, recalling a recent economic devel-

opment mission to China, where, during 

introductions, a partner in a high-powered 

Beijing law firm reached out his hand and 

said, “Congratulations on Boeing.” 

“To think you can be in China three 

months after the announcement and they 

know about it—that’s when you realize 

you’ve really arrived,” she says. “Charleston 

is going to be a different place 10 years 

from now; it’s already a different place.”

W hile it has long been accepted that “quality of life” and the availabil-
ity of potential workers are two compelling reasons why businesses 
choose to expand or relocate to the Lowcountry, neither phrase com-

pletely accounts for why the Charleston area has become so adept at luring world-
class companies. No, the region’s main strength may just be the complex web 
of longtime relationships among all the players. “I think a lot of it comes down to 
trust,” says Stephanie Eames, one of the team of Nexsen Pruet attorneys that nego-
tiated the Boeing incentives package. “These situations are always complex, and 
a lead can come from many different sources—the CRDA, the chamber, a county 
economic development director, or a commercial realtor—so it’s important to know 
you can turn to someone and have complete faith in them.”

Eames points to the recruitment of Boeing as a perfect example. “So many 
people were working very diligently on the project, it often seemed like it should 
have been the worst-kept secret in town,” she notes, “but the word never really got 
out. Everyone on the team realized that a breach of confidentiality or trust would 
have killed the deal and South Carolina’s chance of landing this phenomenal proj-
ect. It was to our benefit to keep our heads down, get our respective jobs done 
efficiently and effectively, and make sure we were putting the best case forward 
for our region and our state.”

CRDA president David Ginn says that attitude stems from a fundamental 
understanding of business needs. “There are a number of reasons why relocation 
or expansion decisions have to be carried out in secret,” he explains. “There’s 
competition. The corporations might not have briefed their boards of their findings. 
They might not have updated the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. 
There could be labor issues. And a huge one is that they may be conducting a 
search that comes up empty—that actually happens a lot. Of course, if it was 
just a matter of keeping a secret for a secret’s sake, I don’t know that we would 
be as good as we are; we’re all human after all,” Ginn chuckles. “But the 
strategic reasons for confidentiality are really important, and our team and allies 
understand that.”

Landing Business

“Our local institutions must work together to bring in the best engineering 
courses and the best graduate level courses, because that’s what the 
Boeings of the world are going to require.” —Anita Zucker, The InterTech Group

the secret behind the boeing deal

Longtime advocate Anita Zucker formed a workforce development group to address local 

educational needs for supplying competent employees for our new economic sectors.

Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce senior vice president of public policy and 

regional advancement Mary Graham at the Charleston Air Force Base
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